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Elizabeth Benjamin’s life story has had more twists, 
turns and intrigue than an episode on one of her 
hit TV shows. Devastating injuries and a congenital 

spine defect should have ended her dance career before 
it began. But with tenacity, perseverance and some stellar 
advice, Benjamin defied her dire diagnosis and found her 
artistic voice both on and off the stage. After an eight-year 
career working with a veritable who’s who of modern dance 
(Molissa Fenley, David Parsons, Doug Varone, and Twyla 
Tharp), she is now an in-demand writer of TV drama.

At 12, already a serious dance student, Benjamin had a 
pool accident that left her practically immobile. With regular 
treatment she went on to attend the University of North 
Carolina School of the Arts. After another nondance injury 
her doctor discovered several hairline fractures on her spine 

and the presence of spondylosis. “I 
couldn’t imagine a life not spent on the 
stage,” she says. “It was heartbreaking. 
I didn’t know I was a creator yet.”

Eventually, the back pain became 
too much and she had to acknowledge 
that her spine was too unstable for 

the rigors of a 
dance career. She 
became intent on 
being an actress, 
earning an MFA 
from the National 
Theatre Conserva-
tory in Denver. A 
friend judiciously 
advised her to hone 
other fallback skills. 
A playwriting course 
reignited an early 

love of storytelling. “The first time I saw one of my scenes 
read, heard the rhythm of my words, felt the audience 
react, I was hooked, “says Benjamin. “It was a watershed 
moment; it was clear I could stop performing. ” 

The transition from live theater to TV was surprisingly 
smooth. A friend introduced her to executive producer 
David Black, who took her under his wing for two years as 
an unpaid intern and then gave her her first professional 
scriptwriting opportunity. She wrote episodes for “Law & 
Order: Criminal Intent” from 2003 to 2005. Her episode 
“Want” won an Edgar Award. Now in Hollywood, Benjamin 
is working on TNT’s “Legends” and developing a pilot based 
on the BBC series “Prisoners, Wives.”

 “Being a TV staff writer is a lot like being in a dance 
company—your artistry adding to a collaborative effort to 
make the producer’s vision come to life,” she says. “A lot 
of the job is sitting in a room with other people creating a 
story. Contributing piece-by-piece, beat by beat, until you 
have an episode broken down. TV writers are great mimics 
just as dancers are great mimics. You slip inside someone 
else’s voice while still bringing all of yourself creatively. As 
much as I miss moving through space, I feel like all the 
moments in my life led up to this.” —Rachel Berman
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Benjamin choreographed Moment for 
herself and fellow North Carolina School 
of the Arts student Robert Todd. 


